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ABS7RA CT: The Conservation Committee of The W1ldlife Society (fWS)- Western Section (WS) commenced activities
during the summer of 1999, and quickly encountered a profusion of conservation issues in the Western Section,
reviewing environmental documents, determinations, decisions, and clain1s made by government agencies, political
bodies, news media, and citizen groups. The Committee recognized that it could address only a fraction of these issues.
In our experience, recognizing and debating each issue through both the Conservation Committee and the Executive
Board will often require more time than allowed by government comment periods and the period during which the news
media remain interested We believe that it will be more effeJ;tiveto establish and re-affirm the standards of professional
and scientific conduct that should generally foundthe issues. This way, TWS-WS members who are more famili~T with
the issues can use these standards as a collective benchmark to judge the adequacy of professional and scientific
foundation underlying documents, determinations, decisions, and clain1s related to each issue.
We recommended to the Executive Board that we develop standards and present them at the Annual Meeting in
January, 2000. On October 15th, 1999, the Executive Board moved to have our Committee act on its recommendation.
This paper summarizes the preliminary standards developed by members of the Conservation Committee. These standards presented herein are preliminary, and have not been sanctioned by the Executive Board. We expect that this
document is just the beginning of a debate on standards that are acceptable to TWS- WS for using scientific and other
information when making conclusions that affect wildlife. We invite feedback on the Standardspresented herein.
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our inability to conveyour messageconsistently.Different backgrounds,disciplines,and philosophiescan lead
one to different interpretationsof the data, and subsequently,to different conclusions.Disagreementamongst
professionalsis reasonableand not unexpected Where
we fail and consequentlylosecredIbility asa profession
is in our inconsistencyto adequatelySUpIK'rtandjustify
our conclusions,and in the errant advocacyof "'Ii1dlife
biologyfrom a non-biologicalinclination.
Environmentaldocuments,decisions,determinations,
and claimsinvolving wildlife usuallypertainto someaclion (or lack of action) and an impact to the wildlife due
to that action. The action may encompassmanagfment,

Conservation issues have proliferated in the western
U. S. as population and economic ckman~ have increased
the pressures and impacts on natural resources, including wildlife. Members ofTWS-WS participate in these
issues, oftentimes struggling against each other over a
particular issue. Debates over decisions, conclusions and
claims often have been contentious and fractious amongst
wildlife professionals. Whether a conclusion or opinion
is justified biologically is too often secondary to socioeconomics and political expediency (W1lkinson 1998).
These realities point not just to the diminished value given
natural resourcesby decision-makers despite overwhelming public support to do otherwise, but also demonstrate
40
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"take" of species, mitigation, or some combination of an
these. The impact may be positive or negative, and it
may be specific to one or more speciesof wildlife involving one of several demographic units such as individua1s,family groups, IX>pulations,or metapopulations. The
impact also can be specific to some other part of the envi ronment (including htimans) as a result of changed regulatory or real-world status of the particular species of
wildlife. The impacts are direct, indirect, and cumulative.
All of these actions, impacts, and the related conclusions
drawn by different sectors of our society bear on the
interests ofwildlife biologists.
WIldlife biologists have rendered conclusions (or opinions) in countless environmental documents that have
justified projects and management actions affecting wildlife. Many of these projects have resulted in net losses
of habitat areas, degradation of habitat, "'takings," and
ineffective mitigation. The majority ofHabitat Conservation Plans (HCPs) result in incidental, and increasingly,
direct take of listed species, net loss ofhabitat areas, and
involve conclusions about project impacts and mitigation effectiveness that are often poorly founded in science(Kareivaetal1999, Smal1wO<xietall999, Smal1wO<xi
2000a). Natural Community ConservationP1am,(NCCPs),
are California's version ofHCPs, and also result in takings and net losses in habitat areas. California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) documents often justify
projects in the form of "negative declarations" or determinations of "no significant effect" due to project actions. These CEQA documents have preceded.and made
legal the destruction of many thousands of acres of wildlife habitat Virtually all of the large-scale conversions of
wildlife habitat require assessmentsand conclusions from
wildlife biologists, including projects such as housing
developments, construction of industrial sites, construction of hazardous waste storage and treatment sites,
dredging of shipping channels in coastal bays, construction ofnew roads, and the clear-cutting oflarge tracts of
late seral Redwood forests.
The conclusions ofwildlife biologists affect policies,
management decisions, and management prescriptions
in federal and state agencies responslole for wildlife, native plants, water resources,forestIy, and transportation.
Decisions by these agencies affect many thousands of
hectares of wildlife habitat, including livestock stocking
rates, predator control and other types of animal damage
management, timber harvest rates and practices, water
conveyance and storage systems, pesticide usage, the
locations and design of roads, and game harvest seasons and quotas. These agencies also affect wildlife habitat by listing species as threatened or endangered, designating critical habitat, and preparing and implementing
recovery plans. Many additional examples could be used
to support our argument that wildlife biologists pro-

foundly influence wildlife conservation issues by contributing to, or rendering, conclusions. Not necessarily
the fault of wildlife biologists (seeW1lkinson 1998), many
of their conclusions conflict with the objectives ofTWS
by leadingto the degradation of wildlife and wildlife habitat and by being rendered without sound scientific foundation.
That these issuesbear on the interests ofTWS is clear
enough in the Bylaws ofTWS, as well as in the program
for certification of professional wildlife biologists. The
principal objectives ofTWS "are:
(1) to develop and promote sound stewardship of
wildlife resources and of the environments upon
which wildlife and humans de{x:nd;
(2) to undertake an active role in preventing humaninduced environmental degradation;
(3) to increase awarenessand appreciation of wildlife
values; and
(4) to seekthe highest standards in all acti,'ities of the
wildlife profession."
The other TWS objectives might follow if objective (4)
is met. so long as we can agree about what are the highest standards. Additionally, the Bylaws descn"bea Code
of Ethics, which asks that each memrer "pledges to:
(I) Subscn"beto the highest standards of integrity
and conduct;
(2) Recognize research and scientific management
of wildlife and their environments as primary goals; ...
(5) Promote competence in the field ofwildlife management by supporting high standards of education,
employment and performance;
(6) Encourage the use of sound biological information in management <kcisions ..." (emphasis a~).
The program for certification of professional \Vildlife
biologists re-emphasizes these same objectives and code
of ethics. Also, we point out that the TWS objectives do
not pertain to only endangered species of \Vildlife, but to
all species of\Vildlife. The objectives ofTWS are likely
shared by most professional Mldlife biologists, including non-members ofTWS .
Obviously, many conclusions of\Vildlife biologists or
of their supervisors conflict Mth TWS objectives, as the
actions that followed have resulted in many takings, Mdespread losses and fragmentation ofhabitat, habitat degradation, and declines of many species of birds, mammals, reptiles and amphIbians. Given the numerous conclusions affecting \Vildlife deleteriously, and the many
that seem to be poorly founded in science, there ~y be
different opinions about what qualifies as soun4 stewardship, high standards, research and scientific management, and sound biological information. The ~se
of
this paper is to begin a dialogue amongst biologists as to
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what they should expect, at a minimum. of themselves
and others in the wildlife profession. The TWS-WS Executive Board established this dialogue as an action item
for the Conservation Affairs Committee in its meeting of
15 October, 1999, but we present these preliminary standards as individuals, ~ther than as a Committee action.
STANDARDS
Our goals for establishing standards were:
I) To identify the standards by which to gauge the
reliability of our own and others ' premises and conclusions;
2) To improve the consistency in the use of our key
terms and reporting methods;
3) To identify which conclusions are scientific and
which are not;
4) To decide whether the conclusions are consistent
with the TWS objective of conserving wildlife; and,
5) To encourage more people to involve themselves
with conservation issues.
To meet these goals, we prepared a draft worksheet
(Table 1) to assist ~tion
or review of environmental
documents. Table 1 is divided into several sections, each
of which follows from one of the key phrases in the objectives of the TWS Bylaws, and is discussedrelow. Table
1 is proposed to stimulate discussion on how rest to
achieve our goals. Perhaps the final analysis, including
the stated goals and objectives, will take a much different
form than what we have proposed here. We will, however, continue to refine our thinking through thoughtful
input from wildlife biologists, in hopes of furthering the
credibility and effectiveness of our profession.
Consequences of action based on conclusion(s)
The TWS Bylaws require memrers to steward wildlife
and to prevent their degradation, meaning that wildlife
biologists are expected to protect or conserve wildlife.
We are expected to promote the persistence of healthy
wildlife populations and their habitats for the long term.
Given this stewardship role, our standards should first
assist the reviewer in putting the conclusion(s) at issue
into perspective. In judging the importance of a conclusion, wildlife biologists first need to clearly identify what
is at stake in terms of our stewardship role. The magnitude of the likely consequencesto wildlife should determine how closely wildlife biologists follow our proposed
standards when rendering conclusions.
For example, one could use Table 1 to check off whether
the proposed action would restore habitat for a net gain,
or whether it would ~
or remove habitat. The former
consequence would lessen the reviewer's level ofconcem over standards not reing met. However, the degya-
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dation or removal ofhabitat for a net loss to wildlife ought
to heighten the vigilance of those preparing or revie\Ving
the environmental OOcument(s). Similarly, one could use
Table 1 to check off whether the project is likely to have
no consequencefor the survival or behavior of individuals, or whether the project would displace or kill all the
individuals composing a population or metapopuIation.
The former consequence probably warrants little concern over the soundness of the supporting documents,
but the latter demands the use of the highest standards
of our profession.
The consequences of an action based on a conclusion has two aspects related to health and integrity: one
involving habitat and the other involving demographic
units. To restore habitat for a net gain or to have no
im~
on the health of individual animals would qualify
proposed actions as achieving the highest standards rela .
rive to the conservation goals of TWS, whereas the net
loss ofhabitat or the loss of one or more metapo(Allations
would qualify proposed actions as achieving the lowest
standards. Lower standards for these aspects of a conclusion warrant a closer examimtion of the scientificfoundation and the soundness of the biological information
leading to the conclusion.
&ientific foundation of conclusion
By expecting wildlife biologists to recognize research
and scientific management as primary goals, the TWS
Bylaws attach great importance to using the scientific
method to understand more about wildlife and habitat,
founding management decisions, and integrating them
into management prescriptions. Management decisions
can be founded in the scientific method by basing them
on data colled:ed as part of a scientific researchprogram.
Such data might come from a monitoring program that
scientists designed or used for testing hypotheses, or
they might be from scientific reports, and collected using
methods that are widely accepted by scientists. Habitat
~tenninations can be an example of scientifically derived
data pulled from published reports. So long as the hypotheses in the report are consistent with the management context, the use of data from published reports can
contn"buteto scientific management.
AmItive management is an example of integrating scienceinto managementprescripions (Holling 1978,Lancia
et al. 1996). Hypotheses are descn"bedprior to the management implementation, and are the basesfor the monitoring program. Hypotheses that are tested while management is implemented determine future management
prescriptions. Whether basing management decisions
on scientific data or integrating scientific methods into
them, TWS prefers conclusions that are scientifically
founded. Environmental documents should be clear
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Table I. Worksheet for identif}'ing the standards applied to conclusions that have consequencesfor wildlife conservation. Each conclusion can be composed of 19 aspectsorganized under 3 key phrases in the TWS Bylaws. Each aspect
of a conclusion can then be assigned a standard, which is represented by a phrase. When only one phrase can
characterize an aspect of a conclusio~ the highest standard is that phrase at the top of the 1ist. and the lowest standard
is at the bottom of the 1ist. When all phrases can characterize an aspect of a conclusio~ the highest standard applies
when all the phrases can be checked off. The highest standards are denoted by brackets encompassing the check space:
r
1.

Consequencesof action basedon conclusion(s)
I. Conclusioncan lead to action that would (checkoneapplicablephrase):
Restorehabitat for a net gain
Enhancehabitatfor a net gain
Protectall existing habitatat issue
Protecta portion of the habitat at issueto mitigate for take
Replacehabitatto mitigatefor take
Payinto a conservationbank asmitigation for take
Degradehabitat
Removehabitat,or compensatefinancially for habitat loss

~
~
~

2. Conclusioncan lead to action that. through habitat lossor otherwise(including a sanctionedgameharvest),would
likelyor certainlykill or remove(checkoneapplicablephrase):
No individuals, and it would not affecttheir behaviorsor physicalhealth
~
No individuals, but it would affectbehaviorsor sickenoneor moreindividuals
No individuals, but it would affectbehaviorsor sickenall of a population
No individuals, but it would affectbehaviorsor sickenindividuals acrossa region
Individuals
Oneor morereproductivegroups(i.e., matedpair)
A population
Oneor more metapopulations
Scientific foundation of conclusion
I. Uncertainty in the conclusion was (check one applicable phrase)'
Specified using a quantitative method
Specified using a qualitative method
Specified as a list of alternative outcomes
Not specified

2. Presenceand condition of the specieswerebasedon (checkone applicablephrase)'
Scientific studyinvolving an areathat is larger than the projectarea
Scientific studyinvolving the entirejurisdiction or projectarea
Scientific studyinvolving a small portion of thejurisdiction or projectarea
Presenceofhabitat, which was describedelsewhereusing scientific methods
Non-scientific data, suchasNDDB or cursorywalk-over sitevisits
No studyor data indicated
3. Conclusionwasbasedon (checkoneapplicablephrase):
Quantitative datacollectedfrom the site and speciesat issue
Quantitativedatacollectedfrom offsite or for anotherspecies
Qualitative datacollectedfrom the site and speciesat issue
Qualitative datacollectedfrom offsite or for anotherspecies
No datacollected

~

L--.J

[-1
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Table 1 (continued)
4. Conclusion was based on methods, in which (check all phrases that apply) :
Temporal scale of data collection was specified
Spatial scale of data collection was specified
The hypotheses being tested or the assessment's objectives were clearly descn"bed
Experimental or res~h design was specified and described
Assumptions were identified and discussed
The conditions of the study site were described relative to the full range of conditions
experienced or likely to occur at the site

L.-J
L.-J
~
~
~
~

5. Conclusion was reported in a document that descn"})ed(check all phrases that apply)
All methods used to collect data
All methods used to aggregate data
All methods used to analyze the data
The time periods during which observations were made or data collected

LJ
LJ
LJ
L-]

6. Conclusionwasbasedon statisticaltestsupon which (checkall phrasesthat applyJ
The test was appropriatefor the dataand the hypothesis
The assumptionsof the test were met
TypeII error wasestablished,if warranted

L-]
[-1
L-]

7. Conclusion was based on research design that included (check all phrases that apply):
A control treatment, if manipulation of the study units was involved
Replicates
Inte~rsion

of treatments, whether they be mensurative or manipulative

Soundness of biological information leading to conclusion
1. Referenced source information consisted of (check one applicable phrase)
Published reports subjected to independent scientific review
Published reports that were not peer-reviewed
Personal communications, opinions, and anecdotes
No referencing of source

2. Personalcommunicationsand opinionswere (checkall phrasesthat apply)'
Supportedby contactinformation of the individual(s) cited
Accompaniedby a statementof uncertainty

L-J
L-J
L-J

LJ

~
~

3 .Referencing of source infonnation was (check all phrases that apply)
Comprehensive
Balanced according to the competing arguments

LJ
LJ

4. For each reference, check off whether it was (check all phrases that apply)'
Accurate
Relevant
Fully described
Readily accessible in a horary or other location

5. Documentquality (checkall phrasesthat apply):
All speciesnamesare spelledcorrectlyand scientific namesarecurrent
All importantterms, suchasecosystem,
habitat,population,community,corridor,
and netbenefitswereeither definedor a definition referenced
All important termswereaccuratelyused
The qualificationsof the analystor assessorwere described(if not peer-reviewed)

~
~
~
~

f-J
L-3
L-3
L-3
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Table I (continued)

6. Conclusioninvokedpopulationstudyincluding (checkall phrasesthat apply):
Numbers(density)
Demography
Genderratio
Genetics
Condition of food resources
Conditionof habitat

~
~
~
~
~
~

7. Conclusioninvokedhabitat study(checkall phrasesthat apply).
At the scaleof the populationor larger
Spanningat leastone generationof the species
Basedon useand availability analysis
At a scalesmallerthan the population
Spanning<1 generationof the species
Basedon presenceof only "optimal" or "preferred" habitat

L-]
L-]
L-]

8. Conclusion ofimpacts due to management was based on (check one applicable phrase)
Quantitative, empirical evi<kncefrom multiple examples
Quantitative, empirical evidence from one example
Qualitative, empirical evi<kncefrom multiple examples
Qualitative, empirical evi<knce from one example
No empirical evi<knce

9. Management impacts in conclusion were specific to (check one applicable phrase)'
Each species or species' habitat
Taxonomically or functionally related speciesor their habitats
Umbrella species,umbrella habitat, or some other indicator of the species
Not specified

~

~

10. Managementimpactsin a conclusionfollowed considerationof (checkall phrasesthat apply):
A full rangeof projectand mitigation alternatives,including 'no project' alternative
~

The benefitsand disadvantages
of eachproject and mitigation alternative
Spatialrequirementsof the species
PYA
Appropriatelydesignedmonitoringprogram
Impactson ecosystemprocessesthat affect the species(indirect effects)
Cumulativeimpactson the species

aboutthe extentto which sciencewaspart of the conclusion or managementdecision.TableI is intendedto promotethis clarity.
Scientific methodsare designedto reducehumanuncertaintyinnatUIa1
phenomena~r
1969.Kuhn 1970).
Statementsof uncertaintyarethereforecritical to scientists. becausethey help maintain an honestaccountof
scientific progress. Scientistsprefer uncertainty statementsthat are quantitative,consistingof confidenceintervalsor error terms(NationalResearchCouncil 1986),
but often qualitative statementsare the bestthat can be
expectedun<kr the circumstances(Morgan andHenrion

~
~
~
L-3
~
~

1990, Cooke 1991). When the magnitude of negative im ~ to wildlife is high, risk assessmentis wammted, along
with uncertainty statements. Population VIability Analysis (pV A) is one form of risk assessmentthat is apPfopri ate for application to wildlife.
Scientific generalizations depend largely on the scope
of the investigation" with more confidence in generalizations stemming from studies encompassing larger areas
and longer time ~riods. Larger -scale studies can include
wider ranges of variation in measured variables, thereby
expanding the portion ofthe environment that may be
experienced by the study units and considered in the
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conclusion. Scientific conclusions are considered more
accurate and reliable when they are derived from methods and data that are specific to the study units at that
particular place and most recently. The more grossly an
indicator represents the study units, or the less the indicator has been functionally related to the study units, the
less reliable are hypothesis tests or assessments stemming from the useofindicators (SimrerlofI 1998). Therefore, the scientific merits of a conclusion should re examined more closely when the assessment or hypothesis
test involved a keystone species, umbrella species, sensitive species, or indicator species. They should also re
examined more closely when species' numerical trends
are determined from the trends in anecdotal, indicator
data such as the frequency of road-kills, sighting§, issuance of depredation permits, or hunter harvests.
Scientific conclusions are considered more reliable
when the methods usedto derive them are fully and clearly
described so that the reader has the opportunIty to repeat the study. When a project proJX>nentor their consultants claim that the species in question has not been
observed on the project site, the project proponent should
explain the types of observations employed, when and
how often the observations occurred, and how long of a
time period was involved Scientists also attach greater
reliability to conclusions from experiments that suffer less
from pseudoreplication (Hurlrert 1974). Many JX>pulation studies are autonomous and involve no replication
or interspersion of treatments. Relating the results of
these studies to environmental conditions at the study
site is a form of pseudoreplication, and should re interpreted conservatively. Also, some scientists expect more
conservative conclusions from hypothesis-testing by
considering Type II error or by conducting power analysis of trend data (Shrader-Frechette and McCoy 1992,
GerrO<ktte1987). A Type II error -not rejecting the null
hypothesis when in fact it was false -can
lead to no
management actions reing taken to halt the decline of a
speciesor its habitat (Shrader-Frechetteand McCoy 1992).
The accepted scientific methods for wildlife biologists
are described in numerous publications, including
Dasmann (1981), Vemer etal (1986), andMorrisonetal.
(1998), as examples. Somemethodsforreducinguncertainty are described by the National Research Council
( 1986),for example.
The scientific foundation of a conclusion has seven
aspectsthat we identified The highest standards would
re, for example, to report the uncertainty of the conclusion quantitatively (asPect 1), assessthe presence of the
speciesacross a larger area than the project area (asPect
2) , and to use a research design that incorporates replication, control, and interspersion of treatments (asPect 7).
The lowest standards correspond with no uncertainty
specified for the conclusion (asPect 1), no study or data

et al.
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apparently used to assesspresenceor absenceof the
species(aspeCt2), and no experimentalor researchdesign principles usedto makethe conclusion(aspect7).
Soundness ofbiological information leading to conclusion
Not all conclusions or actions are scientific. The TWS
Bylaws e~
wildlife biologists to use sound biological
information and the highest standards in all aspects of
our profession. These standards pertain to many aspects of conclusions that are both scientific and nonsci entific. The credibility of a conclusion can be judged
based on the quality of the document reporting it, including the writing, the relevance and accuracy of premises,
and the rigor in referencing source information. The following standards are intended to foster document preparation based on sound biological information.
Source material in environmental documents and OOcisions needs to be identified and referenced- So long as
the reference is relevant to the conclusion, scientists usually prefer source material to consist of independently
reviewed scientific docun1ents(Smallwood et al. 1999),
followed by scientific documents that were not reviewed,
and personal communications or anecdotes. We recommend that personal communications be backed up b)'
contact information of the individual(s) cited. Opinions
should be accompanied by a statement of uncertainty
(see aOOve).An references of source information should
be accurately represented. Referencing should also be
comprehensive and balanced according to the arguments
or anticipated counter arguments.
Evidence of sound biological information may be the
qualifications of the analyst or assessorwho prepared
the conclusion, although qualifications are no guarantee
that the conclusion was sound Using correct spelling
and accurate names of species also improves the soundness of the conclusion, as does clear and accurate use of
key terms in the wildlife profession.
A conclusion involving wildlife can be considered
more sound if greater thoroughness was applied to the
issue. Thoroughness is increased by including data of
more population or demographic parameters routinely
studied by wildlife biologists, as well as more aspects of
habitat or resources needed by the species. Thoroughnessis also increased when inter -generation dynantics in
demographic parameters are considered, when th~ entire
region is included in the assessment or analysis, and
when the species' use of habitat elements or food resources is compared to the available habitat elements or
food resources.
Thoroughness bears on the soundness of biological
information leading to conclusions of management impacts. Such conclusions can be considered more sound
whenthe analysts have considered a full range of project
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and mitigation alternatives, including a 'no project' alternative and all the benefits and disadvantages of each
alternative (O'Brien 2000). Conclusions can be considered more sound when analysts rely upon risk analysis
(pYA) of the proposed actions and alternatives, as well
as the ~al
~
of specific demographic units.
Conclusions of management im~ct are more sound when
the analysts consider the indirect effects on ecosystem
processesthat affect the species(Ricklefs et al. 1984) and
when they consider cumulative impacts (McCold and
Holman 1995).
The soundness of biological information leading to a
conclusion has 10 aspects that we identified. The highest standards include, for eXantple, referencing of peerreviewed scientific reports as sources of a conclusion
(aspect 1), referencing of source information that is both
comprehensive and balanced to the arguments (aspect
3), and e~-.-ma!OO
management impacts that consider the
full range of project alternatives, spatial requirements of
the species, PYA, an appropriately designed monitoring
program, im~cts on ecosystemprocessesthat affect the
~cies (indirect effects), and cumulative im~cts (aspect
10).The lowest standards correspond with no referencing of source information (asPect 1) or biased, selective
referencing (~
3), and the management impacts make
no consideration of project alternatives or spatial or numerical requirements of the species, monitoring, ecosystem processes,nor cumulative impacts.

DO WE REALLy NEED THESE STANDARDS?
We have witnessedpoorly preparedenvironmental
documents,containing loosely founded, questionable
conclusionsand extraordinaryclaims regardingwild1ife
andtheir habitats.Examplesillustrating this point areunfortunately all too commonplace,often relying on "gray
literature", "white papers","draft" documents,andpersonalcommunicationswhenpeer-reviewedresearchreportsareavailable. Specificexampleshavethe potential
to perhapsembarrassratherthan instruct,andwill therefore be avoided here. Suffice it to say,the reliance on
non-scientific opinion. anecdotalinformation. speculation. andthe misuseof publishedliterature,unpublished
literature,andpersonalcommunicationshavean emOOrrassingeffecton the profession.
Wlld1ife biologists often lack the funding and time
neededto make sound or scientific biological conclusions. Projectproponentswill not wait, and neither will
the newsmedia or concernedcitizens. The interestsof
wildlife biologists are also often at oddswith the agendas of others who have substantialinfluence over the
conclusions,suchas politicians, attorneys,and non-biologist administratorsor bosses.Wlldlife biologists are
often askedto provide hastily preparedconclusionsor
opinions, and they usually do the best they can under
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less than ideal circumstances. Nevertheless, the conclusions of wildlife biologists, made under these kinds of
circumstances, have consequencesfor wildlife and for
the wildlife profession.
Hastily prepared documents do not reflect well on the
wildlife profession when species names are out -dated or
misspelled, when citations do not a~
in the list of
references,when referenceslisted in the OOckof the document were not cited in the main body of the document, or
when scientific sourcesare misrepresented Conclusions
of species' absencereflect poorly on the profession when
they are based on lack of records in California's Natural
Diversity Data Base (NDDB), or when they are based on
only GIS habitat maps (no ground searches) or cursory
walkover searches of the project sites. Conclusions of
species' absence reflect poorly on the profession when
species are pigeon-holed into "preferred" or "optimum"
habitat associations and then deemed absent for lack of
these habitats on a project site (Lidicker 1995). Such mistakes evoke a sense of carelessness and inappropriate
haste in coming to conclusions, and they suggest bias.
Unsupported conclusions of project impacts and miti gation effectiveness reflect poorly on the wildlife profession. Substantial support is warranted for conclusions
that the project and its mitigation willlX"Ovide protection
or net benefits to the species, or that they will be conseIVedunder the rubric of adaptive management or ecosystem management, or that they will produce no signifi cant impact, no cumulative impact, and no indirect or synergistic effects. The quality of the supporting documents
not only bears on the wildlife profession, but also bears
on the cred1"bility of the conclusions and ultimately the
consequences to the species.
The wildlife profession does not benefit from careless
or inconsistent use of its central terms, such as habitat
{Ha1letal. 1997), corridor(BeierandLoe 1992), ecosystern (Fauth 1997), and population (Smallwood 2000b).
These terms endured rigorous scientific debate, which
attributed specific definitions to them. Inconsistent use
of definitions for such important terms creates confusion
among wildlife biologists and others, and this confusion
can have dire consequencesfor wildlife. If wildlife biologists present confusing arguments, then their case is
weakened and the TWS objectives are vulnerable.
Conclusions can be embarrassing to the wildlife profession when they are said to be scientific or ~entifically founded, but do not involve hypothesis testing,
nor data or well acceptedmethods for reducing scientific
uncertainty- The application of critical thinking is not
necessarily the same as scientific thinking, although sci ence relies largely on critical thinking. Scientific conclusions, in the form of estimates or assessments,should be
accompanied by some statement of uncertainty, which
can be quantitative, qualitative, or consist of a list of
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alternative outcomes based on a likely range of conditions or different assumptions. Data that were considered, but then excluded from the analysis, need to be
identified and an explanation provided for their exclusion. Scientific conc/usions must be accompanied by a
description of the data, the data co//ection methods, the
ana/ytica/ methods, and the assumptions /eading to the
conc/usion. A conc/usion can qua/ify as scientific when
the reader has sufficient information in the document to
repeat the methods and possib/y come to the same conclusion.
We do not suggest that standards can be broadly
agreed upon and implemented for every nuance of our
profession. We suggest that there are core aspects of
our profession that possibly could be ascn"red standards
uIX>nwhich most of us could agree are appropriate (Table
I). We expect that a set of standards will improve our
profession by being available as reminders to wildlife biologists of the factors they need to consider, and by being available for anybody to judge the credIoility of envi ronmental documents, decisions, determinations, and
claims made by wildlife biologists or others. With such a
set of standards, a reviewer of documents or conclusions
could readily descnre what TWS would ex:t:x:ctas foundation for a particular conclusion. Stanmrds established
by wildlife biologists could emJX}Wer
many people in forming opinions about conclusions regarding actions and
impacts involving wildlife. It could also promote better
adherence to relevant environmental laws, such as the
Endangered SpeciesActo National Environmental Policy
Acto California Environmental QIa1ity Act, and California
Endangered Species Act, and be used to assessthe conclusions ofEIRs, EISs, EAs, HCPs, court or other public
declarations or testimonies (depositions), press releases,
commissioned reports, progress reports, and even scientific reports.
By publicly establishing standards we, as professional
wildlife biologists, can ensure our work products meet or
exceedthese standards. Knowing that a more clearly and
generally agreed-upon set of standards exists, the analyst is more likely to be vigilant in applying these standards. We believe wildlife biologists will provide conclusions that are more sound and scientific by having the
ability to systematically check whether they or their colleagues employed a widely agreed-upon set of standards
when establishing the foundation or support documentation for their conclusions. Others within and outside
our profession can readily identify if and when deviations from the standards occur. We believe our standards will foster sound stewardship, sound biological
information, and scientific management. These standards
are broadly applicable to conclusions that bear on the
welfare of wildlife. However, those who use Table I to
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criticize the foundation of others. conclusions should
themselvesbe qualified to do so. and their credentials
shouldaccompanythe critique.
IMPLEMENTING THE STANDARDS
When conclusions are made that grossly fall short of
the standards of the wildlife biology profession, then professional colleagues, and even the Western Section itself, should use Table I to bring the shortfu1l to the attention of the interested parties. TWS-WS members could
challenge an EIR in court by relying largely on the standards in Table 1. Ajudge could be convinced that the
EIR is, in fact. not an informative document, which is a
requirement for EIRs under CEQA (Under CEQA law,
"the court does not pass upon the correctness of the
EIR's environmental conclusions, but only UJX>nits sufficiency as an informative document" (County oflnyo v.
City of Los Angeles (3rdDist. 1977) 71 Cal. Aw. 3d 185,
189 [139 Ca1.Reptr. 396, 399]), m~~
that any conclusion in the EIR can be considered valid by the courts so
long as foundation for the conclusion is summarized in
the EIR.) Conversely, those who prepared an EIR could
attach Table 1, along with all the items checked-off ,
thereby demonstrating the extra step they took to prepare the EIR. In either case, an explanation of the items
checked should be provided so that careless use of Table
1 can be avoided.
These standards, or some later version of them, also
could be codified into standard practice by case law, or
by revisions to environmental laws or to the operations
manuals of government agencies. However these standards might be used, they are a statement of what we
currently believe is appropriate. Indeed, we expect the
standards to change as our knowledge, methods, and
technologies improve.
Biologists could also use Table 1 to support their arguments for additional time and funding to arrive at scientifically sound conclusions. The public could better
assess what we are able and unable to do, given our
funding and time constraints. These standards can also
benefit our profession by inspiring debate over particular standards or their descriptions, ultimately leading to
an improved set of standards.
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